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1.The CDF II W mass anomaly

Recent CDF II analysis show that 
the W mass is more than SM value
mW = 80,375 (6) MeV

The CDF II values is 7s above SM 
value!

An anomaly!  
A new fever? So far 125 papers cited the CDF paper.
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Needs further more accurate experimental measurements.
Improved SM calculations.   A hint for new physics beyond SM?
This talk: explore what new Higgs and dark photon model can 
do for explain the W mass anomaly.
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Theoretically, the change of W mass is related to the electroweak 
precision oblique parameters S, T and U as 

originated from tree and loop modifications beyond the SM

Tree level modification              Loop



r-1= 1/（1- aT）
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C-T Lu, L Wu, Y-C Wu, B. 
Zhu, arXiv: 2204.03796
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Global Fits to available data



2. Beyond SM Higgs explanation

r-1=
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Singlet: No tree level modification to r=1. Doublet: No tree level modification to r=1.

Type-II seesaw triplet D with Y=1:                                          r= 1 – 2vD2/(v2+vD2)

Triplet with S with Y=0:                                                         r= 1 + 4vS2/v2

If only W mass is changed from SM value to the CDF II value,
r-1 = 0.0019  much larger than SM fits: r-1 = 0.00038.

Tree level contributions 

Singlet: loop contribution;      Doublet: loop contribution (S Lee, K cheung, J. Kim, C-T 
Lu, arXiv: 2204.10338…); Triplet: tree and loop contributions (Y Cheng, X-G He, Z-L 
Huang, M-W Li, arXiv: 2204.05031, S. Kanemura, K. Yagyu, arXiv:2204. 07511, P. Perez, P 
Patel, arXiv: 2204.07144, J. Heeck, arXiv: 2204.10274 …) .



In Type-II Seesaw model contribution from D in the wrong sign!

D responsible for neutrino mass: 

UTMnU = D(m1,m2,m3)

Combining Br(µ -> e g) < 3.3x10-8,   vD >

Only when mD is less than smaller than 0.6 MeV, vD needs to be 
larger than 1 GeV or so to have a significant effect on r. 
One can choose small enough vD to make Type-II seesaw model 
consistent with data, but cannot explain W mass anomaly.   
Contribution from S can reach central value with vS = 5.4 GeV to 
solve the W mass anomaly. arXiv: 2204.05031
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Loop contributions 
L. Lavoura and L-F Li, Phys. Rev. D49(1994)1409
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Singlet contribution 
D Lopez-Val, T Robens arXiv: 1406.1043

f-SM doublet, S-singlet when both develop vev, the neutral real parts will 
mixing. Indicate mh and mH the eigen-masses, and q mixing angle,
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Identify h the SM Higgs, H needs to be below 10 GeV and sinq >0.6 to explain 
the W mass anomaly which modifies Higgs properties and is ruled out!



Loop contribution from Type-II seesaw triplet
S. Mandal et al. arXiv:2203.06362

The tree level vev contribution cannot explain the W mass 
anomaly. The loop level contribution can explain the anomaly!
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Loop contribution from Y=0 triple S

Loop:                                            

Tree:

Both tree and loop can have significant contributions 
to W mass. Can explain W mass anomaly! 
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Vector Portal Couplings 

•                                         gauge invariance:

• Here:
                                                          photon
          
                                                          Z boson

                                                          dark vector

L � � 1
4 (Xµ⌫)2 � 1

4 (Bµ⌫)2 � 1
4 (W

a
µ⌫)

2 � ✏
2cW

Bµ⌫Xµ⌫

! (. . .) � ✏
2Xµ⌫ (Fµ⌫ � tWZµ⌫)

SU(2)L ⇥ U(1)Y ⇥ U(1)x

Fµ⌫ = @µA⌫ � @⌫Aµ

Zµ⌫ = @µZ⌫ � @⌫Zµ

Xµ⌫ = @µX⌫ � @⌫Xµ
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A theory of U(1)emxU(1)X gauge group

L = - ¼ FμνFμν + Aµ jµem – ¼ XμνXμν + XµjµX

A is the usual photon field and X is a new gauge field X and jµem,X currents
X may have or not have a finite mass m2

A XµXµ/2

If jµX does not involve with SM particle, X is a photon like particle which 
cannot be probed using laboratory probes – a Dark Photon

Possible to add the following renormalizable and gauge invariant term. 

This kinetic mixing term mixes photon and 
Dark Photon making dark photon to interact 
with SM particle, Dark Photon enlightened!  
Holdom 1986, Foot and He 1991,….

Dark Vectors

• Focus on the vector portal.

• Assumptions:

• new U(1)x gauge invariance

• unbroken or broken at mx << mz 

• no direct coupling to Standard Model matter

• main connector is gauge kinetic mixing = vector portal

• Dark = Hidden
May or may not be connected to dark matter.

Portals to Dark (Hidden) Physics

• Two nice* ways for new hidden physics to couple:

• Vector Portal:   
(X = “hidden photon” )
 

• Higgs Portal:
(H’ = “hidden Higgs”)

�|H 0|2|H|2
h

h’ h

* nice = renormalizable, no singlets

✏Xµ⌫F
µ⌫

X a

¡

3. Dark photon explanation
arXiv: 2004.10156



Abelian kinetic mixing

Work with SU(3)CxSU(2)LxU(1)YxU(1)X

Kinetic mixing can happen between U(1)Y and U(1)X

Need to re-write in the canonical form to identify 
physics gauge bosons. (mixing term removed!)
This may generate dark photon to interact with SM Jµ

Y
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Make the above Lagrangian the canonical form by a redefinition of fields
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Work with SM photon and dark photon



Introduce a singlet S with vev to give the original X a mass mX
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The above modifications can be recasted into S, T, U parameters



Follow procedure in  
C-P Burgess et al., Phys. Rev. D 50(1994) 7011

Compare our L, we have B = 0, w=0, A=0, and
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S, T, U parameters due to dark photon interaction

To s2 order, we have
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mX > mZ will help to explain the W mass anomaly.



Non-abelian kinetic mixing

Example: SU(2)L gauge boson Wa mixing with dark photon X from U(1)X

To have gauge invariant kinetic mixing, needs to introduce the triplet S
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First CP conserving, second CP violating

Not possible to have second one for abelian kinetic mixing:
When S has a non-zero vev vS non-abelian kinetic mixing happen

Can simultaneously have abelian kinetic mixing by keeping a term

Smaller contribution from non-abelian mixing contribution neglected.



Constraints on dark photon mass and mixing
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Numerical Results
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4. Conclusions

CDF II data for W mass is larger than SM prediction at 7s level. There 
is an anomaly!

This anomaly can be explained by some beyond SM physics.

An additional singlet Higgs does not work.

Non-trivial SU(2)L Higgs can explain the anomaly: 

A Type-II seesaw model triplet needs to have a very small vev to 
avoid problem, its loop level contribution can explain the anomaly. 

An additional Y=0 triplet can have sizable tree and loop contributions.
Dark photon kinetic mixing effects can be casted into S, T, U 
parameters, and can explain the anomaly.
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Thank you for your attentions!
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